
Chapter 8.

Text analysis with LIPSS.

The LIPSS Text Analyzer is based on two hypotheses :

1. Reading texts with a neutral but natural intonation respects a simple syntax. It
can be accounted for by reasonably unconstrained grammars.

2. Limited dictionaries are sufficient to achieve a fairly accurate syntactic-
prosodic analysis.

The reader can argue that hypothesis 1 basically means nothing, as syntax is a rather
vague concept. Syntax, in this context, is understood as the organization of sentences
as dependency relationships between words, examined through their part of speech
only. This, again, depends on what part of speech categories are considered, as well as
on what is meant by word. Indeed, in the extreme case of one part of speech per word,
our definition of syntax remains meaningless. Such a partition, however, is far from
being unrealistic. [Gross 86], for example, has classified twelve thousand French verbs
on the basis of their distributional properties (i.e. considering the peculiar
complements they can induce and the way these are formally introduced in sentences),
and distinguished no less than five hundred syntactic properties, so that the average
number of verbs per class is one and a half ! The notion of word and the particular
parts of speech we have differentiated in this work will be examined in Sections 8.1
and 8.2, respectively.

Hypothesis 2 is clearly the result of economical and practical constraints. The more
compact dictionaries are, the less memory they require. What is more, dictionary look-
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up is a time-consuming operation, especially when the number of lexical entries is
important. Again, this point will be further developed in section 8.2.

The resulting LIPSS Text Analysis system is shown on Fig. 8.1. It comprises :

• A pre-processing module, the main purpose of which is to serve as an interface
between the linear text input and the structured formalism of LIPSS. All the words
in the current sentence, including numbers, abbreviations and acronyms, are
assigned a position in the word list and the corresponding spelling fields are filled.

• A morphological analysis module, the task of which is to propose all possible part
of speech categories for each word taken individually, and to write them in their
part of speech field.

• A distributional analysis module, which considers a word in its context, and
therefore allows to reduce the list of its possible part of speech categories to a very
restricted number of highly probable hypotheses, given the corresponding possible
parts of speech of neighbouring words.

• Finally, a structural analysis module, which examines the remaining search space
and finds the text structure which more closely conforms to the rules of a grammar.
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Fig 8.1.  The LIPSS Text Analysis module.
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The particular grammar chosen in the context of TTS synthesis is clearly related to the
prosodic facts the system is supposed to account for. In this connection, the final
design of the structural analysis module has been postponed. It should be fixed up in
parallel with the examination of prosodic rules. All the other modules have currently
been implemented, in Prolog, with a parsing technique known as parsing with
difference lists, in which tail recusrsion elimination has been systematically employed,
so as to minimize stack memory usage.

8.1. Pre-Processing.
Text is presented to the LIPSS input as a string of ASCII characters. It thus has to be
transformed into a list of words in the LIPSS formalism. Clearly, words are the
smallest units on which subsequent syntactic parsing will be based. Their choice
therefore influences the accuracy of the whole analysis process.

Words are generally classified into two categories : meaningless function words
(determiners, pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions), and meaningful content words.

The former make up the skeleton of the sentence. Their identification is of prime
importance (some rudimentary parsers have even been proposed, which only focused
on function words [Sorin et al 87]). It thus makes sense to keep an exhaustive list of
them in memory, which is not cumbersome as their number is particularly small (two
or three hundred). In this connection, we have also included in our pre-processing
database all phrases that could hardly be analysed on a word basis. These range from
pronominal  or prepositional phrases ('le mien', 'hors de',...) to idiomatic phrases ('en
tout cas', 'si ce n'est', 'en fonction de', ...). The pre-processor accesses its database at
run time, and tries to recognize its entries in the incoming text. Database items have
the form (expressed as a PROLOG fact) :

predba(surface_form, spelling(spelling),
pos(part_of_speech),
phonology(phonology),
syntax(syntax)).

in which 'predba' is a keyword introducing a pre-processor database item, and italics
refer to the associated feature values. Unknown feature values are simply set to the
'undertermined' value, denoted as '_' in PROLOG1.

                                           

1As far as notation is concerned, a real feature description formalism, such as the ones used in modern
computational linguistics (constrained based unification formalisms, see [Gazdar & Mellish 89]) would be more
convenient, for it allows not to specify undetermined features at all.
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    ex.2 : predba("le", spelling(["le"]),
pos([nat(det("masc","sing"), "le chat"),

nat(pron(w("f"), "masc", "sing"), "je le lis")]),
phonology(_),
syntax(_)).

For reasons that will be explained in Section 8.3, we have chosen to distinguish the
following parts of speech for function words :

• determiner ('le', 'des', 'mon', ...)3

• preposition ('sur', 'des', 'pour',...)
• co-ordinator : ('mais', 'ou', 'et', 'donc', 'or', 'ni', 'car')
• subordinating conjunction ('parce que', 'pendant que', ...)
• w(a) ('je', 'tu', 'il', 'ils', 'on')
• w(b) : ('me', 'te', 'se', 'y')
• w(c) : ('nous', 'vous, 'lui')
• w(d) : ('elle', 'elles')
• w(e) : ('ne')
• w(f) : ('le', 'la', 'les', 'leurs', 'l'')
• w(g) : ('en')
• relative pronouns ('qui', 'dont', ...)

In contrast with function words, content items theoretically form an infinite set (at least
in comparison with our linguistic ambitions), in the sense that new ones appear every
day4. What is more, they appear in texts in a multitude of surface forms (masculine /
feminine, singular / plural, mode + tense + person for verbs). Their existence is
therefore better accounted for by rules, in a morphological analyser (see Section 8.2).
They are simply assigned a position in the LIPSS word list. Compound words ('tire-
bouchon',...) are detected and considered as a single unit. To prevent subject-verb
inversions ('ouvre-la', ...) from being merged, the pre-processor checks that the last
word is not in a list of possibly inverted pronouns.

                                           

2One notices that, intead of simply cataloguing the possible part of speech categories of a word in a list, the pos
field contains a list of nat(part_of_speech,example) elements, in which an example is provided for each
acceptation. Such a strategy has been generalized in LIPSS databases, in order to facilitate future database
modifications.

3So-called possesive or demonstrative adjectives {mon,tes,...ce,cette,...} are considered as determiners in this
work.

4About 12,000 new words have appeared in French in a twenty years time.
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In order to refine its interfacing task, the pre-processor is also in charge with
recognizing acronyms ('LPC', 'F.P.Ms.',...), transcribing abbreviations ('Mr.', 'svp', ...)
and numbers into litterals, and detecting proper nouns.

Abbreviations are generally read in their full form ('Mr.' reads [m@si2]). They have
therefore been listed in the pre-processing database, with their spelling feature set
different from their surface_form feature.

    ex. : predba("n°", spelling(["numéro"]), pos(_), phonology(_), syntax(_)).

'.' '.'

'.'

UC UC

LC LC

UC UC

UC

[PM,B]

LC

['.']

Fig 8.2. Describing acronyms with finite state automata. 'UC' and 'LC'
respectively stand for any upper and lower case letter. 'PM' replaces any
punctuation mark, and 'B' stands for a blank character. The final character
in the top automaton (PM, B, or '.') is not considered as part of the
acronym (as opposed to the final '.' in the bottom one).

As opposed to abbreviations, most acronyms need not be stored in a database, for their
pronunciation merely confines itself to the sequential reading of all their letters, as if
they were produced individually5. However, they should be detected, and marked, by
the pre-processor in order to inform the subsequent GTP module of their peculiar
status, since the spelling field in the LIPSS formalism is only allowed to contain lower-
case letters. Most acronym surface forms can be accounted for by a regular grammar.

                                           

5The pronunciation of acronyms is itself a critical problem, in which pronunceability criteria play an important
part. Spelling them is merely a makeshift.
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The corresponding finite state automata are given in Fig. 8.2. The top automaton
describes forms like '...à la FPMs et il a...' and '...à la FPMs. Hier, il a ...' . Possible
full stops are correctly interpreted, which is of prime importance since it allows
paragraphs to be correctly segmented into sentences6. The bottom one is concerned
with  '... à la F.P.Ms. et il a ...' but also accepts '... à la F.P.Ms. Hier, il a ...' as an
acronym, thereby failing to detect the sentence end. In order to avoid this, the final '.'
of acronyms described by the bottom automaton is not considered as part of the word
when followed by an upper-case letter7. It should be noticed, however, that this causes
first name initials ('T.M.G. Dutoit') to be considered as a sentence ends8. In contrast, a
minimum length is imposed by the bottom automaton, so as to prevent proper names
from being considered as acronyms at the end of sentences ('J'ai vu Jean. Il a ...').

Numbers combine the drawbacks of abbreviations and acronyms : they have to be
recognized (by rule, for their number is obviously infinite) and transcribed. Again, a
simple finite state automaton suffices to describe numbers in a formal way (Fig. 8.3).
As in the previous case, it is important not to confuse decimal points and sentence
ends.

Once detected, numbers are translated into numerals, following simple but tedious
regular rewriting rules, for which the automaton of Fig. 8.3 is further expanded, since
the integer and fractional parts of a number are not pronounced exactly the same way
(ex :'2.002').

'+','-' digit

digit

digit

'+','-' digit

digit

digit

'.',','
digit

'e','E'
digit

digit

'e','E'

digit

Fig 8.3. Describing numbers with a finite state automaton.

                                           

6This task happens to be much more complex than one might think at first. A description of similar
punctuation ambiguities is given, for English, in [McAllister 89] and [Liberman & Church 92].

7This could not be easily shown on the corresponding transition graph.

8This ambiguity should typically be examined at a higher level, on the basis of syntactic plausibility of the
resulting sentences. We did not go into such details.
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Finally, words beginning by an upper character and not recognized as part of either an
abbreviation nor an acronym are understood as proper nouns (except the first word of a
sentence), and marked as such. They are included, in lower case, in the spelling field
of a LIPSS word.

In a nutshell, the pre-processor is able to transform sentences like :

"Mr T. Dutoit, ingénieur A.I.Ms., travaille 24 h sur 24 au n° 31 du Bvd Dolez,
7000, Mons."

into : (written in a compact way for convenience9)

lexword('monsieur') acronym('t') proper('dutoit') punctuation(',')
lexword('ingénieur') acronym(['a','i','ms']) punctuation(',') lexword('travaille')
number('vingt-quatre') lexword('heures') prep('sur') number('vingt-quatre')
prep('au') lexword('numéro') number('trente et un') prep('du')
lexword('boulevard') proper('dolez') punctuation(',') number('sept mille')
punctuation(',') proper('mons')

in which 'lexword' denotes content words, examined in the next section.

8.2. Morphological analysis.
Morphology is the part of linguistics that describes content words (as opposed to
function words) forms as a function of a reduced set of semantically bearing units,
called morphemes, and subsequently separated into lexemes and affixes. Both the part
of speech category and the meaning of surface words are explained in terms of these
morphemic constituents. One generally distinguishes inflectional, derivational, and
compounding morphology.

Inflectional morphology takes a word and outputs a form of the same word appropriate
to a particular syntactic context, due to number, gender, mode, tense or person
agreement, or to a particular semantic coloration, like in comparisons ('strong',
'stronger', 'strongest') or for case marking in German. Inflections are based on
applying affixes, separated into prefixes and suffixes, on lexeme stems. They do not
change the word category.

In contrast, derivational morphology takes a word and outputs a new word, usually
with a different category ('nerf', 'nerveux', 'énerver', 'nerveusement'). It is never

                                           

9In practice, the word 'du' in this example is proposed two categories in the pre-processor database :
preposition, as in this case, and determiner, as in 'je bois du vin'.
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required by syntax. What is more, derivation is incomplete, i.e. all forms do not always
exist for a given word (for instance, no adverb can be derived from 'rouge').

Finally, compounding consists of combining two or more lexemes to form a new
lexeme ('tire-bouchon', 'amplificateur de puissance',...)10. Some languages, like Dutch
or German, are particularly keen on such aggregations.

In the context of TTS synthesis, morphological analysis of sentences to be pronounced
is a must, because it is the only way to constrain the size of lexica.

8.2.1. A survey.

It is nowadays admitted that inflections, derivations, and compounds can be accounted
for by regular grammars (Chomsky type 3), except for discontinuous morphemes (like
in 'genomen' in Dutch, where 'ge' and 'en' simultaneously define a past participle),
which are more conveniently described by context-free grammars (Chomsky type 2).
Until recently, however, the problem of inferring the corresponding regular rules from
data, either automatically or by human experts, was found to be very intricate.

Computational morphology has first been studied in the sixties, the golden years of
research on word-by-word translating machines. [Chomsky & Halle 68], in their Sound
Pattern of English, have accounted for morphologically related phonological
alterations. Their formalism, known as the Generative Phonology notation, is based on
rules of the form :

a� b / l _ r : c (8.1)

which means that a is rewritten into b when surrounded by strings l and r and provided
condition c applies (where l, r, c can be null). These, however, were not presented as a
computational method, and could not be used as such (conflicts arose, depending on
the order in which rules were applied, ... ).

In [Winograd 72], rules have been explicitly expressed in the form of a complete set of
ordered tests and actions to be performed on input words. Tests examine word endings,
and actions progressively suppress them and/or  add new suffixes, until the result is
found in a lexeme dictionary (ex : 'prettily - prettil - pretti - prett - pretty'). Since
morphological transformations are peculiar to word classes, the related derivation or
inflection is only accepted if the lexeme part of speech is known to accept it. In this
way, inflections like 'best - bes - be' are rejected, as only adjectives can be given a
comparative form. Finally, when the operation performed corresponds to an inflection,

                                           

10The distinction between compounds and small phrases is not always clear.
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the part of speech of the surface word is set to the one of the lexeme. Otherwise, it is
given a category which depends on the particular derivation performed.

A more declarative approach has been followed by [Pitrat 83] to describe inflectional
morphology in French. He organized morphological data into lexemes, suffixes, and
inflections lexica, as follows :

lexeme : inflection_group, stem_1, stem_2, ..., stem_N

inflection_group : suffix_group, (i,j), (l,m), ...(u,v)

suffix_group : suffix_1, suffix_2, ..., suffix_M

in which each line describes a typical entry in each lexicon. Lexemes are associated an
inflection group, which is supposed to describe their inflectional properties, and a
series of lexeme stems in order to account for the fact that surface forms are not simply
obtained by concatenating the first letters of a lexeme to a series of suffixes. Inflection
groups refer to a particular suffix group, and give a correspondence between stem
indices of all the lexemes they model (denoted as i, l,...u), and suffix indices in their
suffix group (denoted as j, m,...v). Surface forms for a given lexeme are then assumed
to be of the form :

stem_i+suffix_j where  (i,j) belongs to the inflection group of the lexeme.

Correspondence pairs (i,j) are explicitly ordered in inflection groups, for their position
corresponds to a particular inflection (ex : for verbs, pairs would refer to
1st_pers_sing, 2nd_pers_sing, ..., 3rd_pers_plur).

Clearly, inflection groups are a way to decrease memory requirements (they could
indifferently be duplicated in each lexeme entry they account for). The choice of stems
and suffixes can generally be done in different ways (like in 'chant/ais', 'chant/erais' or
'chant/ais', 'chanter/ais'), in which case the choice that minimizes the size of the
lexeme dictionary (by minimizing the number of stems) is retained (i.e. the first one, in
our example). The resulting morphological analyser could account for the inflections
of fifty thousand words with a suffix lexicon of about one hundred entries.

Most commercially developed TTS systems which perform some kind of refined
linguistic analysis have adopted morphological analysis strategies similar to the two
previous ones (cfr. the CNET TTS conversion program for French [Larreur et al 89],
or the MITTALK system [Allen et al 87], in which derivational morphology is
additionally accounted for by a finite state automaton, which describes legal
morpheme sequences).

Recently, a unified (language-independent) formalism has appeared, termed as two-
level morphology , and implemented in the KIMMO system [Koskenniemi 83], which
is progressively gaining consent among linguists. In addition to allowing to standardize
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morphological analysis formalisms, it has the advantage that it can be compiled into
finite state transducers, which ensure a high processing speed.

8.2.2. The LIPSS morphological analyser.

In the LIPSS project, we have chosen to classify content words according to the
following parts of speech :

• verb
• noun
• adjective
• adverb.

At the time we developed the LIPSS morphological analyzer, the use of the KIMMO
system was not well spread. We thus have adopted a solution that is fairly similar to
the aforementioned ones, even though it is based on a number of choices which
explicitly define some differences :

•• Unconstrained analysis :

Since a TTS system is supposed to read any text, including some ill-formed
sentences or misspelled words (or even non existing ones), it is important not to
constrain the set of correctly analyzed words to the ones accounted for by a given
morpheme lexicon. After all, humans are perfectly able to read sentences such as :

'le kali montin du tramoufle, qui par ailleurs a schtroumpfé surmément les tassis
en visiome, est aliné hier, plus trambi que jamais, dans sa bigasse à stoc."

Similar examples are given in [Kupiec 92], for English :

'Corandic is an emurient grof with many fribs; it granks from corite, an olg
which cargs like lange, and grinkles several other tarances, which garkers
excarp by glarking the corite and starping it in tranker-clarped storbs.'

As far as possible, we have thus tried to avoid excessive lexical constraints on the
words and syntax of the input string. In a word, we have taken the input string for
granted, rather than the linguistic rules which are supposed to describe it. In the
context of morphological analysis, this has led us to adopt an open lexicon strategy,
as explained below.

• Reduced lexicon size :

Even with an inflectional analysis, which reduces surface form lexica into lexeme
ones, the number of entries to store remains important : several tens of thousand
words for French (that is the number of lexical entries in a reasonably complete
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French dictionary). However, the bigger the lexicon, the more memory it requires
for its storage, and the more time is needed to consult it. In order to minimize such
problems, we have decided to keep our lexicon size small, by selecting its content.
Indeed, as opposed to [Gulikers & Willemse 92], we are convinced that reduced
size lexica are not a major obstacle to High-Quality TTS synthesis. Sentences like
the one proposed above tend to give evidence of it. LIPSS can itself be seen as an
attempt to formally prove it.

As far as syntax is concerned, verbs are the far most important words, for their
number is related to the number of verb phrases, which constitute the first
description level of sentences. What is more, inside verb phrases, verbs act as a
turning point, around which prosody is built. Finally, we have seen in Chapter two
that the major syntactic information required by the Grapheme-To-Phoneme
module is the part of speech of each word to be transcribed, and more precisely its
belonging to the verb class. To cut a long story short, separating verbal forms from
non-verbal ones is unavoidable. This can only be achieved by restricting the verb
class to a closed set of lexemes and a finite number of inflection rules.

In contrast, we have decided not to include nouns and adjectives in our lexica, and
not to restrict adverbs to a limited set. As a result, every non-verbal content word
can a priori be a noun, and adjective, or an adverb. Adverbs form a theoretically
infinite set of words, as many of them can be derived from adjectives by adding a
'ment' suffix. However, if all non-adjectival adverbs (which form a closed set) are
stored in a lexicon, one can reasonably assume, as shown in the previous example,
that simple syntactic disambiguation rules, based on function words, verbs, and
non-adjectival adverbs, suffice to predict categories for the remaining words11. All
ambiguities, of course, will not be solved. In most cases, for example, adjectives
and nouns will not be  distinguished ('kali montin' = adj+noun, or noun+adj ?), so
that an arbitrary choice will have to be made. The possible resulting errors,
however, mostly originate in the limited linguistic role played by the adjective/noun
distinction, whether on syntax (adjectives are often substantivated) or on prosody
(noun groups are often taken as a whole prosodic group). They have therefore little
effect on reading, except in the rare case of some phonetic liaisons which only
apply when adjectives precede nouns ('un ignorant enfant', 'un enfant ignorant').

• Optimized lexicon access time :

Our verbal lexeme dictionary, as we shall see, is extensively consulted in the
course of almost each incoming content word analysis (even much more than once
per word on the average). Its access time, which mainly conditions the analysis

                                           

11These rules will be examined in Section 8.3.
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speed, has been optimized by organizing it into specialized computer science
structures, termed as Bayer trees (or B+ trees) ([Borland 88], [Knuth 73]).

When all the items in a database do not have the same size, it is necessary to access
them indirectly, that is via a data structure which receives a fixed length key string
as input and outputs a reference number which gives the position of the data in the
database. B+ trees are a particularly efficient way to do it. They are analogous to
binary trees with the exception that in a B+ tree, more than one key string is stored
at each node. B+ trees are also balanced, i.e. the search paths to each key in the
leaves of the tree have the same length. As a result, a search for a given key among
more than a million keys can be guaranteed, even in the worst case, to require
accessing the disk only a few times, depending on the number of keys that are
stored at each node. One key per node reduces the tree into a list;  concentrating all
keys on one node has the same result.  In most cases optimal speed is achieved with
four to eight keys per node. B+ trees are a built in facility in Turbo-PROLOG.

With these options in mind, we have organized our morphological analysis in a simple
and uniform way, on the basis of some previous work of the computational linguistics
group of the Université Libre de Bruxelles ([Blois & Morlet 63], [Blois & Al 63]), who
had studied French morphology in the context of automatic translation. It is now being
described.

All content words are examined one by one. Depending on their spelling, some
hypotheses are put forward for their part of speech category. Each hypothesis is
associated two suffixes (the second one being possibly an empty one) and is tested by
substituting them in the current word. When possible (i.e. for verbs), the resulting
lexemes are then checked in a lexicon corresponding to their presumed part of speech :

input word : surface_form (=stem_1+suffix_1=stem_2+suffix_2= ... 
= stem_N+suffix_N)

hypothesis_i : suffix_i, another_suffix, part_of_speech
�  test : does stem_i+another suffix belong to 

lexicon (part_of_speech) ?     (8.2)
If yes, accept. Reject otherwise.

8.2.2.1. Nouns, adjectives, and adverbs.

As stated above, we have chosen not to include lexemes for nouns, adjectives, or
adjectival adverbs in our dictionaries. This is equivalent to suppressing tests in the
analysis process, for hypotheses which contain adjective, adverb or noun in their
part_of_speech field. As a consequence :

• Every content word can a priori be a name or an adjective in its singular form,
independently of its spelling ('épars, mois, domestique, joue, mer, creux,
creuse,...').
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• Words ending by 's', 'x', or 'z' are also possibly the plural form of some unknown
noun or adjective ('épars, mois, domestiques, joues, mers, creux, creuses,...').

In both cases, gender remains unknown.

• Words ending by 'ment' are considered as potential adjectival adverbs.

Non-adjectival adverbs are directly stored in the pre-processor lexicon, as :

predba(spelling,spelling(spelling), pos(adverb),phonology(_), syntax(_)).

8.2.2.2. Regular verbs.

Among the 8000 verbs recorded in [Bescherelle 66], about 7650 are regular. They are
further classified into :

• first group verbs : their infinitive ends by 'er' and their indicative present, 3rd pers.
sing.,  has an 'e'.

• second group verbs : their infinitive ends by 'ir' and their indicative present, 3rd
pers. sing.,  has an 'it'.

So that 'aimer' or 'finir' are regular; 'aller' or 'mourir' are not.

They form an open set : new verbs appear every year, mainly in the first group
('atomiser', 'radiographier',...), seldom in the second one ('amerrir').

Their conjugation can easily be deduced from some reference verbs, the main ones
being 'aimer' and 'finir'. A systematic examination of their possible suffixes has led us
to establish a first series of hypotheses (an extensive list of which can be found in
Appendix IV), such as :

e er verb(infin,ind,pres,person(first,singular)) je joue
e er verb(infin,ind,pres,person(third,singular)) il joue
e er verb(infin,imper,pres,person(second,singular)) joue !
e er verb(infin,subj,pres,person(first,singular)) que je joue
e er verb(infin,subj,pres,person(third,singular)) qu'il joue

which mean that any word ending by an 'e' can a priori be a regular verb, the infinitive
form of which is obtained by replacing 'e' by 'er', and respectively conjugated at:

1st pers. sing., indicative present;
3rd pers. sing., indicative present;
2nd pers. sing., imperative present;
1st pers. sing., subjunctive present;
3rd pers. sing., subjunctive present;
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These analyses are only accepted if the related infinitive form can be found in a regular
verb lexicon. On the basis of [Bescherelle 66], we have selected a list of the 5500 more
frequently used verbs in French (yet some of them are very seldom encountered, which
explains why we made a selection). This lexicon is by far the biggest one in our LIPSS
system. In order to keep its size small, we have augmented it with the following list of
prefixes :

'dé, dés, des, re, res, sur, pré, dis, contre'

In this way, all regular verbs that can be written as prefix+stem no longer have to be
stored in the lexicon, provided stem is itself an entry of the lexicon, i.e. a regular verb
(ex : 'surmener' - 'mener'). In addition to decreasing the lexicon size to about 3600
entries, such a strategy is in agreement with our unconstrained analysis principle, for it
accounts for a lot of verbs that are not mentioned in dictionaries even though they
could casually appear in a text ('remanger', 'désadopter', 'préaboutir',
'surengraisser',...).

Before closing this section, let us notice that a number of regular verbs of the first
group somewhat deviate from the reference conjugation, 'aimer' :

• verbs ending with 'cer' take a cedilla before 'a' and 'o' ('plaçons');
• verbs with 'ger' maintain a 'e' after 'g' before 'a' or 'o' ('mangeant');
• verbs with 'e_er' (where '_' stands for one or two consonants ) sometimes

change their 'e' into 'è' ('pèse');
• verbs with 'é_er' do the same with their 'é' ('cède');
• verbs with 'eler' or 'eter' double their consonant before a mute 'e' ('jette',

'appelle') or change their 'e' into 'è' ('pèle', 'achètes');
• verbs with 'yer', either maintain their 'y' or change it into 'i' before a mute 'e'

('paye', 'paie').

Clearly, applying the reference rules in these cases does not always lead to an existing
infinitive ('pèle' gives 'pèler'). In order to avoid it, and to keep the number of
morphological rules small, we have slightly modified test (8.2), by allowing the rule
interpreter to test stem_i+'er' before accessing the regular verb lexicon. So that, in case
a verb with 'geer', 'ller', 'tter', 'ier', 'è_er', 'çer' is detected, for instance, the 'ger', 'ler',
'ter', 'yer', 'é_er', 'e_er', 'cer' variants are automatically proposed as extra hypotheses. A
word such as 'appelle' will therefore be tested as :

'appeller', 3rd pers. sing., ind. fut.;
'appeler', 3rd pers. sing., ind. fut.;

and only the second proposition will be accepted, since 'appeller' is not a French word.
As in the case of prefixes, this method has the additional advantage that even mis-
spelled verbs get a chance to be recognized ('appèle', 'commenca' , ...).
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At the end of this first stage of the morphological analysis, words such as 'couvent',
'jouera', or 'parlant' are accepted as regular verbal forms, while words as 'parlement',
'machine', or 'meurt' are not. In order to speed up the analysis process, we have
decided not to further test the first ones as possible irregular verbs. This choice is
founded on the principle that a given verbal form has little chance to be simultaneously
regular and irregular (the only case we found is the word 'peignons', which can come
from 'peindre' or 'peigner', but this confusion has no syntactic consequence, since
mode, tense and person are identical in both cases).

8.2.2.2. Irregular verbs.

The French language also includes 350 irregular verbs, most of which end with 'oir' or
're' in their infinitive form. They can be divided into 61 sub-groups with peculiar
conjugation rules. What is more, every other verb encountered in a text belongs to this
family. This does not particularly help matters...

We could not think of storing each and every irregular form, since each verb produces
at least fifty lexical forms, which gives a total amount of 15,000 words. Instead, we
tried to find some logics in irregular inflections. We found it in [Blois et al 63], who
have shown that 99% of the irregular  surface forms can be accounted for with a
maximum of five primary tenses12 (taken as lexemes) per verb, and a reduced set of
rules of the form (8.2). The selected primary tenses are :

• indicative present, 3rd pers. sing.;
• indicative future, 3rd pers. sing.;
• indicative simple past, 3rd pers. sing.;
• present participle;
• past participle;

The following words, for example, are all indicative present, 2nd pers. sing. They are
nevertheless accounted for by different rules, and even sometimes with different
primary tenses :

'veux' = ('veut' - 't') + 'x' ;
'sers' = ('sert' - 't') + 's' ;
'perds' = ('perd'-'') + 's' ;
'cueilles'  = ('cueillant' - 'ant ) + 'es' ;

We have thus examined the inflections of all 61 groups, and established the related
rules (which are exhaustively presented in Appendix IV). Simultaneously, we have
created five lexica and stored the primary tenses of all 350 irregular verbs in them. In
practice, the total amount of items we had to store was less than the theoretical value

                                           

12The notion of primary tenses is well known in Germanic languages, but scarcely referred to in French.
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of 1750, because a lot of verbs do not require five primary tenses. We have even
further reduced it to 900 entries, by using the following prefixes :

're, con, dé, entre, sou, ad, contre, dis, par, pré, en, ac, é, ap, mé, com'

In the practical case of 'boivent', for instance, the following hypotheses will be
proposed :

1. indic.pres., 3rd pers. plur., from rule : 'boivent' = ('boivt' - 't') + 'ent';
'boivt' is supposed to be an indicative present primary tense.

2. subj. pres., 3rd pers. plur., from rule : 'boivent' = ('boivt' - 't') + 'ent';
'boivt' is supposed to be an indicative present primary tense.

3. indic.pres., 3rd pers. plur., from rule : 'boivent' = ('boit' - 't') + 'vent';
'boit' is supposed to be an indicative present primary tense.

4. subj. pres., 3rd pers. plur., from rule : 'boivent' = ('boit' - 't') + 'vent';
'boit' is supposed to be an indicative present primary tense.

5. indic.pres., 3rd pers. plur., from rule : 'boivent' = ('boivant' - 'vant') + 't';
'boivant' is supposed to be an present participle primary tense.

6. subj. pres., 3rd pers. plur.,  from rule : 'boivent' = ('boivant' - 'vant') + 't';
'boivant' is supposed to be an present participle primary tense.

and only the third and fourth ones will be accepted by the primary tenses lexicon
(though 'disent' will activate choices 5 and 6, and 'voient' choices 1 and 2).

8.3. Distributional analysis.
When morphological analysis is over, the LIPSS system has really worked out all its
lexical knowledge. As a result, potential verbal forms, like 'parlement', 'adjacent', or
'insertions', are definitively rejected as verbs. A number of words (about 40% of them,
according to [Larreur et al 89]), however, and generally much more than initially
expected13, still have more than one plausible part of speech category. They are :

• All verbs, as they are always accepted as nouns and adjectives, given the partial
lexical coverage of LIPSS. These can in turn be divided into :

                                           

13[INALF 84] reports 4000 syntactically ambiguous words, some of which have a very high frequency.
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1. True heterophonic homographs, like 'couvent', 'portions', etc... Even a human
reader could not make a choice without examining their syntactic context.

2. False heterophonic homographs, that is all verbs ending with 'ent', 'tions',
etc...(like 'parlent', 'mentions', ...) which would immediately be rejected by
human readers, for their lexical knowledge is considerably greater than the
LIPSS one.

3. All other verbal forms, which do not lead to phonological ambiguities.

• A lot of function words, given :

1. determiner/pronoun ambiguities, like for 'le', 'la', ...

2. determiner/preposition ambiguities, like for 'de', 'du', ...

3. function word/content word ambiguities, like for 'or', 'car', ...

The number of possible analyses for a given sentence (among which only a few ones
are really syntactically correct) equals the product of all possible categories for each
word14. It clearly grows exponentially with the sentence length. As a result, sentences
as soothing as :

'Le car sortit par la porte sud de la gare de l'est'

are proposed no less than 13824 possible syntactic structures (among which,
surprisingly enough, a human reader immediately finds its way, while being hardly
able to explain how15...). This number even goes up to 100352 when morphological
attributes (such as mode and tense for verbs, or gender and number for nouns and
adjectives) are taken into account.

It follows that some sort of contextual analysis, which we shall term as distributional
analysis, is more than welcome before entering the last stage of the LIPSS text
analyzer (i.e. its structural analysis module), for two main reasons :

1. Finding the syntactic-prosodic structure of a sentence is typically a declarative
problem. Its resolution requires the examination of an important number of
possibly non-deterministic rules, the applicability of which must itself be
confirmed by other rules, etc... One often refers to this computationally expensive

                                           

14This is not truly exact in practice, since syntactic analysis can be non-deterministic (as in 'les invités
entendaient la chanson de leur fenêtre'), in which case only semantics or pragmatics can help. Such problems
are out of the scope of this work.

15It is increasingly believed, as introduced in Chapter one, that semantics play a leading part in text analysis by
humans. Syntax is then merely seen as a by-product of semantic analysis.
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phenomenon as combinatorial explosion. It has often taxed the power even of
super-computers16.

2. The disambiguative capability of a syntactic analyzer depends on the precision
with which it describes a language. Given our particular unconstrained analysis
strategy, and since the aim of our structural analysis module is merely to provide
the type of hierarchical description that is minimally required to pronounce a
sentence with a natural intonation, the syntactic rules that we shall introduce in
our structural analyzer will inevitably result in a number of accepted parses
proportional to the number of proposed ones.

8.3.1. A survey.

Distributional analysis, also known as tagging, is based on the assumption that, for the
specific task of disambiguation, information on extended grammatical structures is
seldom necessary : local , low-level information suffices in most cases. It consists, in a
sequence of syntactically ambiguous words, of eliminating some hypotheses in the list
of possible categories of a word, on the basis of the corresponding lists for the
neighbouring ones. This strategy is extensively used in speech synthesis and
recognition, for, as we shall see, it gives very good results in a fairly short time.

One can distinguish two types of analysis methods : probabilistic ones, which are
based on transition probabilities between successive word categories, and deterministic
ones, in which a collection of (generally unmistakable) yes/no rules are exploited to
accept or reject syntactic categories.

8.3.1.1. Finite state models.

A particular type of Markov Models, termed as N-grams ([Jelinek 76], [Jelinek et al
92]), can be used as a first type of probabilistic method. They implement a finite state
probabilistic grammar. At any point in the analysis, the current state in the
corresponding automaton is used as a memory for the words previously encountered.
Several cases arise, depending the complexity of the syntactic relationship one tries to
model. Bigrams correspond to first order dependencies (i.e. they make use of the
probability of a word, given the previous one). Trigrams model second-order
dependencies. Both are increasingly used in computational linguistics ([Garside et al
87], [Shikano 87], [DeRose 88], [Dumouche et al 88], [Mastrolonardo & Refice 89],

                                           

16An old story about computational linguistics reports that when a particularly exhaustive disambiguating
program was run at an important IBM center, lights fainted in the whole building.
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[Senders et al 89], [Cerf-Danon & Elbeze 91], [Kupiec 92], [Willemse & Gulikers
92]).

In a bigram model, a set of n states {c1, c2, ..., cn} represents the part of speech
categories (one state per category). Transitions are a priori allowed between any states
i and j (the model is said to be fully connected) and associated to transition
probabilities a(i,j). If one assumes that the vocabulary (i.e. the set of all possibly
encountered words in any sentence to be analyzed) is finite, one can define state-
dependent word probabilities b(j,k), which  represent the probability that the kth word
in the lexicon is seen, given its category is cj. Provided a(i,j) and b(j,k) have been
preliminarily computed from a large text corpus, the problem of parsing a sentence
reduces to trying to find the most probable path in a sentence-dependent network in
which each input word k corresponds to m states, m being the number of admitted
categories for it (i.e. the number of non-zero elements in b(j,k)). An example is given
in Fig. 8.4. This problem is solved with the well-known Viterbi or (better still) Baum-
Welch algorithms.

In Text-To-Speech applications, the vocabulary is inherently infinite. Content words
are therefore considered through equivalence classes, while function words are
maintained as separate lexical entries. Equivalence classes are simply defined as sets
of words which are believed to have similar values of b(j,k), whatever j is. In practice,
they correspond to an extended set of syntactic categories, i.e. words with similar
ambiguities are considered as equivalent, provided their frequency is comparable.

Recently, a hidden Markov model approach has been applied to syntactic category
disambiguation with bigrams, by using partially disambiguated sentences as a training
set, thereby leaving the choice for the model to associate ambiguous words to any state
([Kupiec 92]).

j' entre par la porte

pron

prep

verb verb

noundet

pron

prep

Fig. 8.4. Bigram network corresponding to the sentence 'j'entre par la porte'.
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Trigrams are simply an extension of bigrams in which each state corresponds to a
couple of part of speech categories (for the two preceding words), and transition
probabilities correspond to the probability that a given category is produced given the
two previous ones.

The disambiguating power of bi- and tri-grams is generally found to be surprisingly
high, provided the training database is large enough for probabilities a(i,j) and b(j,k) to
be realistically estimated. The best results have been reported for English [Kupiec 92] :
94.7%, with a training database of 400,000 words from sentences in the Brown corpus
and a hidden Markov model approach combining bi- and tri-grams.

8.3.1.2. Neural Networks.

In parallel to the development of finite state probabilistic grammars, neural networks
have been tried as language disambiguating machines. During the training, word
sequences are presented at the input of a multi-layer perceptron and the disambiguated
part of speech category of one of them is given as proposed output. A classical back-
propagation algorithm is used the optimize the neurons weights.

A potential advantage of this approach upon the previous one is the important data
reduction it allows. In [Nakamura & Shikano 89], a customized trigram neural network
(i.e. with three words as input and the category of the last one as output) has been
reported to give good results on the Brown corpus, while requiring much less memory
than with Markov trigrams17. This theoretically allows multi-layer perceptrons to be
presented more than three words as input, as in [Benello et al 89], in which a
contextual window of six words (four non-ambiguous words to the left, the current
word, and one possibly ambiguous word to the right) was used as the input of a 3-layer
perceptron. A total of 88 categories was considered for the output layer, but both input
and hidden layers only contained 236 units (the four initial words were given a
distributed representation of word categories), for a total of 80,000 synapses. About
95% of correct disambiguation is reported, for a training set of 900 sentences and a test
set of 100 sentences, extracted from the Brown corpus. One could hardly compare
these results with the ones obtained by [Kupiec 92], given the disparity between their
respective training and test database sizes, but one can nevertheless conclude that, even
though fewer data are necessary with the neural network approach (80,000 weights, in
comparison with 883 transition probabilities with Markovian trigrams, that is 700,000
numbers18), enlarging the contextual window size does not seem to  bring significant
improvement.

                                           

17A clear comparison with other systems, however, is hardly possible, for it highly depends on the training and
test database sizes. In addition, it seems that the compression ratio announced was somewhat over-estimated.

18This makes trigrams particularly hard to train.
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8.3.1.3. Deterministic disambiguation rules.

Syntactic disambiguation has been studied far before the outgrowth of the powerful
automatic inference machines presented above. As early as the sixties, deterministic
rules have been proposed for many languages, with more or less felicity, as possible
fast solutions to syntactic ambiguity problems. They fundamentally differ from
trigrams in the sense that, instead of associating probabilities to word sequences in a
sentence, they abruptly accept or reject a set of possible categories for each word as a
function of its context. The notion of context itself is generally extended, so that
useless word sequences can be skipped in the contextual search process.

In [Green & Rubin 71], for example, a set of 3300 deterministic rules was proposed for
English. Its application to the Brown corpus (more than one million words) led to 77 %
of correctly tagged words. Similar scores have been achieved by [Blois & Buydens
68], who have reported 75% of correct noun/verb disambiguations (on a 30000 words
test database) with only 36 rules19. Deterministic rules have also been implemented in
[Merle 82] and [Andreewsky et al 82], for which [Senders et al 89] has reported a
tagging accuracy of 84% for French (to be compared to 92% for bigrams in the same
training and testing conditions).  More recently, there has been a revival of
deterministic disambiguation methods, as a consequence of late developments in finite
state transducing techniques ([Karlsson 90], [Koskenniemi 90]). The CNET TTS
conversion system actually implements a deterministic distributional analyzer with
1,112 rules which examine the syntactic environment up to five slots to the left and
four slots to the right of the current word [Larreur et al 89].

8.3.2. The LIPSS distributional analyser.

As a first step to disambiguation in the LIPSS system, we have followed the
deterministic approach of [Blois & Buydens 68], which we have adapted to the
particular degree of lexical ignorance of the system (given the limited number of
entries in its morphological dictionary). Its main advantage upon Markovian and neural
networks approaches resides, as we shall see in the compacity of its rules, when
wirtten in Prolog20. Most of them actually describe some parts of a deterministic finite
state grammar.

                                           

19The important disparity in the the aforementioned numbers of rules simply comes from a difference of
coverage. In [Blois & Buydens 68], the use of variables and of word sequence skipping has led to compact and
widely applicable rules.

20As opposed to the morphological rules, which had been given a very strict formalism, therefore enabling
them to be stored in a text file directly interpreted at run time, we found it much more convenient to write all
distributional rules in Prolog. Indeed, building a customized interpreter (allowing distributional rules to be
stored as text) would have considerably increased the overall computational load of the LIPSS system, given the
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[Blois & Buydens 68] have classified their rules into categories, depending on the type
of syntactic constraint they highlight. All rules are based on the lexical categories we
have introduced in sections 8.1 and 8.2, including the 'w' ones. The 33 rules we have
used are now being detailed, in the form we gave them. Their number gives the order
in which they are applied.

8.3.2.1. Rules based on the existence of a finite set of left neighbours
for nouns.

Eight rules are based on the existence of a finite set of words in a restricted version of
noun groups. In the sequel, we shall refer to PLNN (Possible Left Neighbours for
Nouns) words to indicate the set {adverb, adjective, coodinator, noun}.

1. If i-1 is an unambiguous determiner or 'au', 'aux', 'du', 'des', and i+1 is not a
PLLN, then i is a noun (or is taken substantively).

ex: 'leurs politiques de prestige', 'mon pas de géant', 'la pratique du sport' ...21

5. If i-1 is an unambiguous determiner or 'au', 'aux', 'du', 'des', then i is a PLNN.

ex:      'pour quelques sous', 'au cours du jour', 'leurs balances', ...

6. If i+1 is an hyphen ('-') and i+2 is either (possibly) a w pronoun or a 't', then i is a
conjugated verb.

ex: 'donne-la', 'joue-t-il',...

7. If i-2 is either an unambiguous preposition not included in {'comme','en'} or is
included in {';',':','?','!','.'}, and if i-1 is (possibly) a w(f) pronoun, then i is either
a PLNN or an infinitive.

ex: 'pour la dépense', 'sur le devant', 'pour le suivant'...

2. If i-1 is an unambiguous determiner or is included in {'au','aux','du','des'} and if
i+1 is an unambiguous noun, then i is an adjective. In practice, an adverb can
even be skipped between i-1 and i.

ex: 'du ferme courage', 'un très petit enfant', ...

                                                                                                                               

inherent complexity of their formalism. In fact, it would almost have resulted in re-writing a complete prolog
interpreter.

21In all subsequent examples, true ambiguity cases will be presented (so that ambiguities can be perceived by
human readers too). On should not forget, however, that the number of ambiguous cases in the LIPSS system
are far more numerous, given its limited lexical knowledge.
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3. If, in the previous rule, i-1 is itself ambiguous but i-2 is a preposition, then the
same restriction applies, except when i-2 is 'en' and i is possibly a present
participle (as in 'en le voyant enfant').

ex: 'pour son ferme courage', 'avec le petit enfant', ...

4. In case i can only be either adjective or noun, then only the noun hypothesis
should be accepted, provided i-1 is a (possibly ambiguous) determiner and i+1 is
a preposition or is included in {';',':','?','!','.'}.

ex: 'voir le beau dans le grand', ...

30. In case i is an ambiguous preposition, then only the preposition hypothesis should
be accepted, provided i-1 is a verb (including infinitives and participles) or a
punctuation (including the beginning of the sentence), and if i+1 is a non-
ambiguous determiner.

ex: ', avant une étape', ...

8.3.2.2. Rules based on the existence of a finite set of left neighbours
for verbs.

Fourteen rules are based on the existence of a finite set of words in a restricted version
of verb groups. They make an intensive use w words distinctions, which are recalled
here for convenience :

• w(a) ('je', 'tu', 'il', 'ils', 'on')
• w(b) : ('me', 'te', 'se', 'y')
• w(c) : ('nous', 'vous, 'lui')
• w(d) : ('elle', 'elles')
• w(e) : ('ne')
• w(f) : ('le', 'la', 'les', 'leurs', 'l'')
• w(g) : ('en')

11. If, at the left of an ambiguous word i, a sequence of w words is found, and one of
them is a w(a) word, then i is a conjugated verb, unless the first w word is itself
preceded by a hyphen, in which case no decision can be made (as in 'prends-tu le
reste ?)'.

ex: 'quand tu le donnes', ...

12. Same rule as 11, in which w(a) is changed into w(b). In this case, i can also be an
infinitive or a present participle.

ex: 'pour me le conseiller', ...
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13. Same rule as 12, in which w(b) is changed into w(c). What is more, if i-1 is a
preposition, then if i can be an infinitive or a present participle, only this
hypothesis should be accepted.

ex: 'pour lui conseiller', 'en nous voyant',  ...

14. An ambiguous word i is a conjugated verb, provided i-1 is a w(d) word and i-2 is
neither a hyphen nor a preposition.

ex: 'mais elle fixe les dispositions',  ...

15. If 'ne' (i.e. the only w(e) word) is found in a sequence of w words, then the word
found immediately after the sequence can only be a conjugated verb, an infinitive,
or a present participle.

ex: 'tout organisme ne suivant pas les dispositions', 'sans qu'il ne le compte',
'ne le compter qu'une fois' ...

16. If i-1 is a w(f) word which has no number agreement with i, then i can only be
another w word, an adverb, a conjugated verb, an infinitive, or a present
participle.

ex: 'l'assemblée les vote', 'leur adversaire les montre' ...

19. If i is possibly a conjugated verb, present indicative or subjunctive, 1st or 2nd
person, singular or plural, and  it is not preceded by a (possibly void) group of w
words limited on its left by a word included in {'je','tu','nous','vous'}, then the
verb hypothesis should be rejected, except if the w words sequence is limited by
an adverb, a coma, a coordinating conjunction, or 'qui' (as in ' c'est moi qui
donnes, prends, et rends').

ex: 'cinq juges', 'une bonne joue', ...

24. If i is a w(f) word followed by a conjugated verb, a present participle or an
infinitive, then it is a pronoun.

ex: 'l'assemblée les choisit', 'leur adversaire les injurie' ...

25. In contrast, if i is a w(f) word not preceded by a hyphen and not followed by a
conjugated verb, a present participle, or an infinitive, then it is a determiner.

ex: 'apporte-moi la lettre', ...

33. When a w(a) pronoun or a word included in {'moi', 'toi', 'lui', 'nous', 'vous', 'elle',
'elles'} is encountered at the right of a verb, preceded by a hyphen, no other w
pronoun can be found on the right (i.e. ambiguous w words are not allowed to be
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pronouns), except when they are themselves followed by an infinitive (as in 'veux-
tu le conseiller'), in which case no decision can be made.

ex: 'prends-tu le reste' ...

The last four rules are related to the word 'en', which can be either a pronoun ('j'en
prends'), a preposition ('en revenant de ...'), or an adverb ('j'en reviens').

26. If 'en' is preceded by an apostrophe or a hyphen, it is a pronoun or an adverb.

ex: 'prends-en', 'donne-m-en'...

27. If 'en' is followed by a conjugated verb or an infinitive, which may themselves be
preceded by w words, it is a pronoun or an adverb.

ex: 'pour en revenir', 'il lui en apporte', ...

28. If 'en' is not followed by a conjugated verb, a present participle, or an infinitive,
then it is a preposition.

ex: 'diviser en trois', 'aller en voiture', ...

29. If 'en' is preceded by 'en' and followed by a present participle, then it is a pronoun
or an adverb.

ex: 'en en étudiant les principes' ...

8.3.2.3. Rules based on verb group limits.

In order to further resolve noun/conjugated verb ambiguities, one could think at first of
an exclusion principle, such as :

'If there is no other conjugated verb between the ambiguity and a strong
punctuation mark (';','!','?',.') or a subordinating conjunction, then only the verb
hypothesis should be accepted.'

This rule is not truly correct, for it does not account for the existence of non-verb
phrases between subordinating conjunctions or strong punctuation marks ('elle se rend,
si pas au couvent, du moins ...'). Instead of trying to detect verbs, it is more judicious
to exclude them, as in the following and highly productive two rules :

3. A noun/conjugated verb ambiguity is not a verb if there is an unambiguous
conjugated verb on its right within a sequence of words limited by any
punctuation mark, coodinator, or subordinating conjunction.

ex: 'l'institution en cause a été ...', ...
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4. Same rule as 3, but to the left. Moreover, no decision can be made in this case if a
relative pronoun not preceded by a coma is found between the current word and
the beginning of the sentence (like in 'le flot qui l'apporta recule épouvanté').

ex: 'les bénéfices seront répartis entre les ...' ,...

8.3.2.4. Rules based on noun group limits.

As for verbs, there exist sequences of words in which only one noun (or one pronoun)
can be encountered. The resulting constraints are expressed by rules 21 and 32.

21. A possible noun is not a noun if there is an unambiguous noun on its right or on
its left, within a sequence of words limited by any punctuation mark, coodinator,
subordinating conjunction, determiner, preposition, conjugated verb, infinitive,
present participle, past participle, or w word.

ex: 'la pièce joue dans son logement', 'le pilote ferme la porte' ...

N.B. This rule happens to fail in case of noun appositions, like in 'le bas nylon',
'la catégorie cinema', as well as in sentences like 'on a nommé son frère
directeur'.

32. Same rule as 21, but with possible pronouns. In this case, the word sequence is
limited to the left by the ambiguity itself.

ex: 'j'ai vu dans la maison le mari de ...', ...

8.3.2.5. Others.

18. When 'qui', not preceded by a punctuation mark or a preposition (as in 'pour qui
les prendra'), is followed by a sequence of w words and an ambiguous word
which can be a verb or an infinitive, the verb hypothesis should be rejected.

ex: 'nous qui les savons ...', ...

20. If an ambiguous word can be an infinitive, it should be considered as such if it is
preceded by a verb which accepts infinitives as a complement (like 'vouloir',
'pouvoir', 'faire','savoir, aimer, ...).

ex: 'il veut conseiller', 'il pourrait devoir', ...

22. The word 'très' can only be followed by an adjective, another adverb, or an
idiomatic expression taken as an adverb.

ex: 'très bien', 'très beau', 'très à cheval', 'ça ne fait pas très cérémonie',...
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23. If an ambiguous word which can be a preposition is encountered before a word
included in {'moi','toi','soi','eux','lequel','laquelle','lesquels','lesquelles'}, then it is
a preposition.

ex: 'les avis suivant lesquels...', ...

10. A word ending by 'es' can be a present imperative only if followed by a hyphen
and 'en' or 'y'. Combined to rule 19, this rule definitively rejects some verb
hypotheses.

ex: 'l'obstination de ces hommes braves la tourmente', ...

34. 'de' can be a determiner only if followed by an adjective and a noun, both in plural
form. Otherwise, it is a preposition.

ex: 'de grands instruments de musique', ...

8.3.2.6. Example.

Rules are examined sequentially on each word until a match is found, in which case
the corresponding rule is applied and the focus goes on the next word. It should be
clear that several successive analyses are profitable, since the disambiguation of a
word can help to tag previous ones. The order in which rules are examined has been
chosen so as to minimize the number of successive analyses. On the average, no rule
can still be applied after two or three parses. When processing is over, the proportion
of fully disambiguated words approximately reaches 75% (though no complete rating
as yet been performed). As shown in the example below, this results in a drastic
decrease in the number of possible analyses for a sentence.

"Le car sortit par la porte sud de la gare de l'est."

After morphological analysis :

"le" ,dét("masc","sing")
,pron(w("f"),"masc","sing")

"car" ,invar("conjcoord")
,nom(nom("car"),"masc","sing")

"sortit" ,verb(infin("sortir"),"ind","prés",person("trois","sing"))
,verb(infin("sortir"),"ind","psimp",person("trois","sing"))
,nom(nom("sortit"),"inconnu","sing")
,adj(adj("sortit"),"inconnu","sing")

"par" ,invar("prép")
"la" ,dét("fém","sing")

,pron(w("f"),"fém","sing")
"porte" ,verb(infin("porter"),"ind","prés",person("prem","sing"))

,verb(infin("porter"),"ind","prés",person("trois","sing"))
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,verb(infin("porter"),"impér","prés",person("deux","sing"))
,verb(infin("porter"),"subj","prés",person("prem","sing"))
,verb(infin("porter"),"subj","prés",person("trois","sing"))
,adj(adj("porte"),"inconnu","sing"),
,nom(nom("porte"),"inconnu","sing")

"sud" ,nom(nom("sud"),"inconnu","sing")
,adj(adj("sud"),"inconnu","sing")

"de" ,invar("prép")
,dét("inconnu","plur")

"la" ,dét("fém","sing")
,pron(w("f"),"fém","sing")

"gare" ,verb(infin("garer"),"ind","prés",person("prem","sing"))
,verb(infin("garer"),"ind","prés",person("trois","sing"))
,verb(infin("garer"),"impér","prés",person("deux","sing") )
,verb(infin("garer"),"subj","prés",person("prem","sing"))
,verb(infin("garer"),"subj","prés",person("trois","sing"))
,adj(adj("gare"),"inconnu","sing")
,nom(nom("gare"),"inconnu","sing")

"de" ,invar("prép")
,dét("inconnu","plur")

"l'" ,dét("inconnu","sing")
,pron(w("f"),"inconnu","sing")

"est" ,verb(infin("être"),"ind","prés"
,person("trois","sing"))
,nom(nom("est"),"masc","sing")

And the application of seven distributional rules (in 2 parses) reduces it to :

"le" ,dét("masc","sing")
"car" ,nom(nom("car"),"masc","sing")
"sortit" ,verb(infin("sortir"),"ind","prés",person("trois","sing"))

,verb(infin("sortir"),"ind","psimp",person("trois","sing"))
,adj(adj("sortit"),"inconnu","sing")

"par" ,invar("prép")
"la" ,dét("fém","sing")
"porte" ,adj(adj("porte"),"inconnu","sing")

,nom(nom("porte"),"inconnu","sing")
"sud" ,nom(nom("sud"),"inconnu","sing")

,adj(adj("sud"),"inconnu","sing")
"de" ,invar("prép")
"la" ,dét("fém","sing")
"gare" ,adj(adj("gare"),"inconnu","sing")

,nom(nom("gare"),"inconnu","sing")
"de" ,invar("prép")
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"l'" ,dét("inconnu","sing")
"est" ,nom(nom("est"),"masc","sing")

Hence, the initial 13824  possible analyses are reduced to 24.

8.4. Conclusion.
In this chapter, we have presented the currently available modules of the LIPSS text
analyzer and tried to position them in the context of recent developments in
Computational Linguistics :

• The pre-processing module is the necessary interface between the linear text input
and the structured formalism of LIPSS. It recognizes function words, acronyms,
numbers, and abbreviations. Its task is not trivial, but its implementation is not
critical.

• The LIPSS morphological analysis module proposes part of speech categories for
each content word taken individually. We have explained why and how it is based
on three principles : unconstrained analysis, reduced lexicon size, and optimized
lexicon access time.

• The distributional analysis module disambiguates words by considering their
syntactic context. The deterministic approach we have followed is in accordance
with our unconstrained analysis principle : instead of trying to describe admissible
sentences with a probabilistic finite state grammar, our 33 rules more pragmatically
put ill-formed word sequences in evidence.

Obviously, there is still a lot of work to be done. It would be worth trying to develop a
finite state transducer for the French morphology, with the KIMMO system, and
compare its speed with the one achieved by our Prolog-based rules. Assessing the
LIPSS distributional analysis accuracy and comparing it to the efficiency of other
approaches (like bi and tri-grams) should not be neglected either. Finally, the
implementation of a syntactic-prosodic structural analyzer, in connection with the
development of prosodic rules, is inescapable. Here again, a simple finite state
transducer approach, in which prosodic markers are associated to words, given the part
of speech categories of their neighbourhood [Larreur et al 89], should preferentially be
examined, as it is likely to be fast while not imposing too many constraints on the
sentences parsed.

Nevertheless, even in the current state of the LIPSS project, we have the feeling that
our objectives have been attained, as far as text analysis is concerned. The current
existence, in the TCTS labs, of a real-time analyzer with minimal memory
requirements confirms us in our beliefs.
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